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Executive Director’s report (Activities since January 2012) 

Welcome to the May 2012 Board meeting.   

The following is a summary of Executive Director and staff activities since the last board 
meeting in January.  

 

Marine Stewardship in Kodiak: (28 January) Saturday in Kodiak, Switgard Duesterloh’s 
Marine Stewardship Club (one of the council’s youth involvement projects) and members 
of the public were introduced to a curriculum kit put together by another of the 
Council’s Youth Involvement projects.  The kit is “Could It Happen Here? Coastal 
Mapping and Oil Spill Preparedness” assembled by the Kachemak Bay Research Reserve. 
Board member Jane Eisemann, and CIRCAC staff Sue Saupe assisted participants with 
the demonstrations.  Sue showed images of the Kodiak coast via ShoreZone project on 
the wall. This demonstration project was later delivered to Seldovia in April, with Port 
Graham and Nanwalek to follow.  

PWSRCAC meeting with BLM OPM: (31 January) RCAC staff met with Joe Hughes and 
Ron Dunton of BLM Office of pipeline management (OPM).  Ron Dunton is the BLM-OPM 
Authorized Officer.  The purpose of this meeting was to review concerns over requests 
from Alyeska to ADEC for respective 2 year and 1-year delays to crude oil tank 
inspections on tanks 5 and 10 due in 2012.   BLM indicated their structural concerns on 
these tanks were couched in letter to Alyeska in terms requesting verification of 
adequate staff and resources to manage live (snow) loads to crude oil tank roof 
structures at the VMT.   

Radio Call-in Show:  (3 February) Mark Swanson appeared on the radio program “Coffee 
Break” to discuss PWSRCAC interests and issues.  Coffee Break is a local radio call in 
show that is broadcast on KSGA, KCHU and KXKM.  The interview is available in the 
KCHU archives - http://audio.kchu.org/2012/04.aspx  

Corrosion Engineers Conference: (February 5-7) Two PWSRCAC staff Tom Kuckertz and 
Linda Swiss attended the NACE (National Association of Corrosion Engineers) Northern 
Area Western Conference at the Captain Cook Hotel in Anchorage.  The two main 
themes of the conference were (a) Asset Integrity Management within Pipelines and 
Facilities; and (b) Corrosion and Corrosion Control in Oil and Gas Production Systems.  
Alyeska contractors, TAPS owner companies, state regulators (ADEC), academics, and 
others, made presentations on a variety of integrity issues including: integrity 
management, corrosion mitigation under insulation, regulatory compliance, risk 
assessment, coatings, cathodic protection, pigging and evaluation of un-piggable 
pipelines, and other topics.   

PWSRCAC – Alyeska project discussions   (Feb. 7) PWSRCAC staff Mark Swanson, 
Donna Schantz, and Stan Jones met with Alyeska’s - Senior VP of Operations Mike 
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Joynor, Alyeska’s Engineering Integrity Manager - Tom Webb, PWSRCAC Liaison Barry 
Roberts, and Valdez Operations Director Scott Hicks to talk about: the pending 
PWSRCAC review of remote control of the VMT at OCC; the pending PWSRCAC review of 
corrosion control measures at the VMT; and Alyeska’s continuing follow-up to last year’s 
VMT advisory maintenance audit.   
 
Recertification:  (February) In February we received notice of unconditional 
recertification as an alternate advisory council for Prince William Sound under 
subsection 5002(o) of OPA90 by the USCG.   A public notice citing our recertification and 
the USCG’s official action to recertify us was published in the federal register.  

Urging NIS legislation:  (February) PWSRCAC sent members of the Alaska House and 
Senate Resources Committees, PWSRCAC region legislators, and relevant state 
commissioners a letter on non-indigenous species issues. This was in response to a 
House Resources Committee hearing on the subject, which focused in considerable part 
on a non-indigenous species invasion of Sitka harbor last summer. Board and committee 
members were encouraged to share this letter with member entities and other 
stakeholders as they deemed appropriate. 
 
 Alaska Forum on the Environment: (Feb 6-9) PWSRCAC was well represented at the 
14th Alaska Forum on the Environment educational conference in Anchorage. Board 
members Cathy Hart, John French and Walt Parker attended many of the sessions.  Staff 
members Linda Swiss, Alan Sorum, Joe Banta and Roy Robertson all participated in the 
oil spill sessions as moderators or panelists and Donna Schantz was able to attend some 
of these sessions.  Staff member Amanda Johnson and Information and Education 
Committee member Ruthie Knight spent a lot of time talking to conference attendees at 
the PWSRCAC booth.  Linda Robinson was on the planning committee for the event and 
coordinated many of the oil spill sessions.  It was a successful event with lots of 
information sharing and ideas for future projects in which PWSRCAC might be able to 
partner with individuals or organizations to help improve oil spill prevention and 
response for our region.  
  
Valdez Marine Terminal visit:  (February 10)   in concert with the monthly TOEM 
meeting PWSRCAC staff Anna Carey, Tom Kuckertz, and Mark Swanson visited the 
Valdez Marine Terminal for a tour of selected assets conducted by Alyeska’s Laura 
Meadors.  Three areas were visited and/or discussed:  (a) fire water pumping systems; 
(b) a visit to Berth 5 and a discussion of snow removal from piping serving the berth; 
and (c) snow removal operations generally in progress throughout the Valdez Marine 
Terminal.  
 
Alyeska 2012 VMT projects review: (15 February) 2 PWSRCAC staff Tom Kuckertz and 
Mark Swanson as well as state and federal regulators were invited to attend in an annual 
all-day Alyeska project manager’s, engineers’ and contractors’ spring conference on 
upcoming projects for the VMT scheduled for the Calendar Year 2012 project season .  
Over 150 attendees used the day to go through the scope, cost, current status of 
planning and execution, and intended scheduling of all projects slated for the terminal 
in the upcoming project year.  Some of the day was devoted to clarifying current 
practices regarding project development processes, timelines, project approval and 
funding thresholds and basic project management vernacular.  This conference 
confirmed three crude oil tank inspections are scheduled for 2012 and that inspections 
for crude oil tanks 10 and 5 were not included in the published VMT project schedule 
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for 2012.  Numerous (40+) significant capital improvement and maintenance projects to 
update and maintain the VMT’s 30+ year old infrastructure and allow for continued 
operations (including low flow considerations) well into the future were presented and 
discussed.     
  
Risk Based Inspection presentation: (February 17) PWSRCAC directors Pat Duffy, and 
Steve Lewis and Staff Tom Kuckertz, Linda Swiss, and Mark Swanson joined VMT 
director Scott Hicks and PWSRCAC liaison Barry Roberts in attended a presentation by 
Equity Engineering and Taku engineering on the API 580/581 Recommended Practice on 
Risk Based Inspections.  The presentation outlined the process and rationale behind an 
API 580/581 RBI assessment and also discussed the original and updated entering 
arguments (variables) and assumptions used by API in developing the RP, and by 
Alyeska and Equity in performing the RBI analysis on VMT crude oil tank 10.  Equity and 
Alyeska officials clarified the updated assumptions and entering arguments were in in 
answer and response to ADEC and BLM letters and associated inquiry’s following the 
original RBI assessment submittal.  This presentation and meeting hosted by Alyeska at 
their new Center Point address in Anchorage was in response to a PWSRCAC request for 
a similar presentation at the January 2012 PWSRCAC board meeting following Alyeska’s 
fall 2011 request to delay inspections on tank 10 based upon an API 580/581 RBI 
analysis .         
 
RRT meeting:  (22-23 February) PWSRCAC board member John French and staff Mark 
Swanson attended the Alaska Regional Response Team (ARRT) meeting in Juneau.  The 
meeting was attended by nearly a full complement of ARRT members and OSCs, but 
very few governmental, NGO, OSRO, industry, or other stakeholder representatives. The 
two day meeting included discussions of the NRT Subsea Dispersant Guidance, possible 
conditions for DOI to restore at least conditional preauthorization of dispersant use in 
the Alaska half of Region 10, and a BSEE presentation on Shell’s contingency plan for 
off-shore exploration in the Arctic. The Thursday public session included a presentation 
by Swanson on “Area Committees: Enhancing Planning”, one by Amy Merten (NOAA) on 
the Environmental Response Management Application (ERMA) for the Arctic, and one by 
John Binkley and Ed Page about Cruise Ship Spill Prevention Measures. Swanson’s 
presentation was followed by serious discussion regarding how to best implement 
improvements to the Area/Sub-area planning process. 
 
Meeting with BLM/OPM: (24 February) Mark Swanson and Stan Jones met with BLM 
Acting Associate State Director Ron Dunton. The primary purpose was to give Mr. 
Dunton a courtesy heads-up on PWSRCAC’s concerns about the validity of the 60 
percent prevention credit against response resources in the VMT contingency plan, and 
our intention to make an issue of these concerns in the contingency plan renewal 
process. The focus of our concerns, we explained, was whether the 60 percent 
prevention credit is justified in light of a history of documented problems with the 
secondary containment liners under the terminal’s crude oil storage tanks, which have 
now been in use for 35 years. We advised him PWSRCAC would likely argue that the 
response planning standard should be increased (by ending or reducing the prevention 
credit) if the integrity of the tank liners cannot be verified. Mr. Dunton did not express a 
BLM position on this specific issue, but said the agency was focused on manpower 
issues in connection with dealing with snow loads on the storage tank roofs. Mr. Dunton 
advised that he is setting up a new BLM branch in Alaska to deal with such things as 
environmental compliance and permitting, with Mike Wrabetz to serve as acting head 
until a permanent head is recruited. 
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Gulf Gathering in support of a Gulf Coast RCAC:  (27-28 February) PWSRCAC Executive 
Director Mark Swanson travelled to Alabama to speak with a group of environmental 
activists on the merits and practical functioning of citizen oversight.  Swanson took 
personal vacation and the Gulf Restoration Network group funded his travel expenses to 
speak to approximately 100 individuals interested in establishing an RCAC or RCAC-like 
organization to represent the interests of citizens along the Gulf of Mexico.  On the eve 
of the BP-oil spill Clean Water Act settlement, many in the group were focused on that 
settlement and provisions for any settlement monies in that agreement to come back to 
the Gulf Coast States to affect restoration efforts.   Interest in an RCAC remains high, 
but folks along the Gulf are growing in frustration that some 2 years after their spill 
many of the anticipated legislative fixes and improvements remain stalled in 
Washington.  The highlight of the two day Gulf Gathering, the fourth in an ongoing 
series or regional meetings in the aftermath of the BP Oil spill was a short documentary 
film “My Louisiana Love” showing the combined impacts of the BP spill, long term marsh 
loss, several hurricanes and encroaching oil industry activities on a young resident and 
her native Houma Indian relatives. 
 
 
Alaska Tanker Company Reception:  (29 February) PWSRCAC Board members Pat 
Duffy, Dorothy Moore and Staff Jeanie Cobb, Donna Schantz and Mark Swanson all 
attended a community reception by Alaska Tanker Company.  ATC President Anil 
Mathur graciously hosted the event which was held at the Valdez Civic Center.  
  
Meeting with USCG COTP PWS: (2 March) PWSRCAC Executive Director Mark Swanson 
met with USCG Marine Safety Unit Commanding Officer Benjamin Hawkins and his 
Incident Management Chief, Lieutenant Doreen McCarthy to talk about the Government-
led NPREP (National Preparedness and Response Exercise Program) drill scheduled for 
2013.  Historically these government led drills have exercised the Tanker Contingency 
Plans in Prince William Sound.  However, the Government has the option of exercising 
any plan in the FOSC’s Area. For 2013 the USCG would like to exercise the Valdez Marine 
Terminal contingency plan specifically looking at on water operations and the IMT 
transition from the TEOC to the VEOC (Terminal to Valdez/SERVS Emergency 
Operations Centers).  The drill would be based upon the plan’s maximum probable 
discharge volume for a spill to water.   PWSRCAC agreed to provide staff to assist with 
the drill planning leading up to the drill and, as requested by the USCG, to either role-
play in our representational as part of the Regional Stakeholders group or alternatively 
to assist with the execution of the exercise by providing injects and evaluation of the 
exercise as the PWSRCAC staff predominantly did with the 2011 BP shippers drill.    
 
Alyeska audit (of PWSRCAC):  (6 March) PWSRCAC staff with direction from the full 
board at the January meeting successfully arrived at a settlement agreement to close out 
and arrive at a mutually agreeable resolution to the few remaining items under dispute 
following the 2010 audit.  The settlement agreement, after appropriate legal review by 
both parties was signed by Mike Joynor, the Senior Vice President of Operations for 
Alyeska and by Dorothy Moore the PWSRCAC council president and Mark Swanson the 
council Executive Director. 
 
Special (telephonic) Board Meeting: (7 March) The PWSRCAC board convened 
telephonically to consider approving and funding a contract with Naval Architect Robert 
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Allen associates to investigate and provide a comparative report on the PWS escort  and 
spill response tugs and current Best Available Technology.   
 
PWSRCAC meeting with ADEC: (March 8), board member Walter Parker and staffers 
Mark Swanson and Stan Jones met with Betty Schorr, program manager at the 
Department of Environmental Conservation.   
The meeting with Ms. Schorr was devoted to six chief topics: Good interactions between 
PWSRCAC and several DEC staffers; the functioning of the VMT C-Plan Coordination 
Work Group; the 60 percent prevention credit against Response Planning Standards at 
the VMT; PWSRCAC's request that DEC reconsider its inspection waiver for Tank 5 at the 
VMT; and PWSRCAC's opposition to Alyeska's request for an inspection waiver for Tank 
10 at the VMT.  Ms. Schorr indicated ADEC is working on a revision to Article 4, which is 
the part of state regulations covering prevention credits and the response-planning 
standard, among other things. ADEC will be giving presentations on their Crude Oil 
Tank inspection review process and their upcoming revisions to Article 4 of the state 
regulations at this May Board meeting.   
 
OCC visit by PWSRCAC (Friday March 16), Alyeska briefed ten PWSCAC staff and 
volunteers on the function of its Operational Control Center at Government Hill in 
Anchorage.  The briefings were broken into two parts (a) an explanation of information 
used by the operators to effect control that included live status information from the 
control system itself; and (b) an actual tour of the control room and the communications 
racks that comprise the Anchorage end of the system.  Technically, there were brief 
overviews of network communications, control of crude oil systems, discussions of how 
the control functions are split between Anchorage and Valdez, and the Human-Machine 
Interface.  Alyeska made its control engineers available for questions posed by 
PWSRCAC.  Mike Joyner, Alyeska Vice President attended the briefing and provided his 
insight into the control system 
 
Media interviews: (21 March) Staff members Mark Swanson and Stan Jones were 
interviewed for various Valdez radio and Anchorage television spots respectively.  Two 
of the short interviews focused on PWSRCAC perspectives on the scrapping of the 
former Exxon Valdez and the 23rd anniversary of the Exxon Valdez Oil spill.  A third 
interview focused on the recent PWSRCAC comment letter regarding the EPA’s NPDES 
permit and the related ADEC Mixing Zone Permit related to the discharge of treated 
water from the Valdez Marine Terminal.  Alyeska was given a courtesy heads-up 
regarding each of these media spots.   

Terminal visit:  (23 March) PWSRCAC staff Mark Swanson, Tom Kuckertz and Anna 
Carey went to the Valdez Marine Terminal on Friday March 23.  Alyeska’s Kate Herring 
hosted the PWSRCAC visitors allowing the group to observe the ongoing snow removal 
efforts from crude oil tank tops and other VMT assets.  The group also looked at the 
progress of projects being done at the power vapor facility, the ballast water treatment 
facility and viewed a flange repair that was recently done on the fire water system.   At 
the conclusion of what turned out to be a very informative visit, the visit the group was 
joined by VMT director Scott Hicks. 

Chugach Children's Forest Reception (March 29) Kate Alexander, PWSRCAC IEC 
member and the Project and Membership Coordinator for the Copper River Watershed 
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Project, travelled to Valdez to help organize a gathering of past and new Chugach 
Children's Forest program participants.  PWSRCAC staff hosted an informal reception to 
meet with Kate Alexander and past and future Chugach Children’s Forest participants 
and organizers.  Under the auspices of the PWSRCAC Information and Education 
Committee, the PWSRCAC has partially supported the Chugach Children's Forest 
summer program in PWS the past several years.  This very successful and popular 
regional youth program helps achieve the PWSRCAC’s regional outreach, environmental 
protection and pollution prevention education objectives.  Each year the Chugach 
Children's Forest program participants, in the course of their summer program, visit 
with U.S. Coast Guard Officials, Alyeska SERVS, Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation and the RCAC staff in Valdez to learn how each of these groups and 
agencies understand and execute their complimentary environmental stewardship 
responsibilities.    

Risk-Based Inspection Training (March 27-30) Linda Swiss and Tom Kuckertz) attended 
training sessions pertaining to the proper use of the American Petroleum Institute’s 
Recommended Practices 580 and 581 pertaining to Risk-Based Inspection. Alyeska is 
proposing to use risk-based inspection in lieu of the inspection presently scheduled this 
coming summer (i.e. a deferred inspection) for a large crude oil storage tank, Tank 10, at 
the Valdez Marine Terminal. Because the use of risk-based inspection is new to Alaska 
but nevertheless permitted by state regulations, PWSRCAC is attempting to gain a better 
understanding of these recommended practices and how they might specifically apply 
to conditions at the terminal.  Approximately 15 individuals, all from the oil industry 
with the exception of the PWSRCAC attendees, took the training.  The attendees were 
from Canada, Russia, Korea, and the United States.  

US Coast Guard District 17 Chief of Staff retirement: (April 2) Mark Swanson travelled 
to Juneau to attend the US Coast Guard District 17 Chief of Staff’s (Buddy Custard’s) 
retirement ceremony.  The USCG Commandant, Admiral Robert Papp, and D17 
Commander, Rear Admiral Thomas Ostebo officiated.  This was a widely attended 
function.  PWSRCAC staff met and spoke with Senator Begich’s Chief of Staff Bob King, 
USCG Sector Anchorage Commander Jason Fosdick, RRT co-chair CDR Mark Everett and 
numerous other USCG officials.   

USCG - PWSRCAC Communications meeting:  (April 9), PWSRCAC staff  Mark Swanson 
and Donna Schantz met with CDR Hawkins of the Valdez Coast Guard Marine Safety 
Unit to touch base as part of a continuing effort to improve communications.  The MSU 
Executive Officer, LCDR Erin Williams, as well as LTJG Allison Ferko, LT Danielle Wiley 
and LT Doreen McCarthy from MSU Valdez were also in attendance.   CDR Hawkins 
explained some upcoming changes at MSU Valdez with LCDR Williams' pending 
departure to Sweden, LT Todd Bajetis replacing LT Doreen McCarthy and LT Wiley's 
move to Chief of Prevention.  CDR Hawkins talked about the spring ice conference 
taking place on April 20, 2012 and the June 11, 2013 NPREP exercise that will include a 
VMT scenario.  Swanson offered to host the October Valdez Marine Safety Committee 
meeting with a presentation on ice detection capabilities.  CDR Hawkins discussed an 
upcoming effort to review and update the SubArea Plan that will include convening the 
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Area Committee at a meeting set for June 5.   Swanson commended CDR Hawkins for 
spearheading this effort and offered PWSRCAC's assistance. There was discussion on 
the recent string of PWS tug incidents and a general discussion on improving the 
information sharing between the USCG and PWSRCAC. There was a general discussion 
on the recent PWSRCAC report by Det Norkse Veritas that reviewed PWS tug 
specifications and performance with appropriate class society standards and also some 
discussion on reinstatement of the ARRT's preauthorization of dispersants for PWS.     

Alaska Wilderness Recreation and Tourism (AWRTA) conference:  (April 13) Mark 
Swanson was the featured lunch speaker on Friday the second day of this two day 
conference in Girdwood, discussing the “Benefits and Role of Citizen Oversight in 
Economic Development.”  Cathy Hart represents AWRTA on the council.  Linda Robinson 
of staff took an information booth to the conference.  

USCG Spring Ice Conference: (20 April) Valdez based PWSRCAC staff attended the 
USCG-hosted spring ice conference at the Valdez civic center.  The Coast Guard’s vessel 
traffic Service (VTS) staff reviewed ice routing measures, reporting procedures and other 
ice hazard related operations with port users and interested members of the Valdez 
maritime community.  

Environmental Education in Seldovia: (23 April) PWSRCAC staff members Linda 
Robinson and Mark Swanson and joined with PWSRCAC IEC committee member and 
Volunteer Savannah Lewis and Jessica Ryan, Education Coordinator for the Kachemak 
Bay Research Reserve in presenting the  “Can it happen Here?” Oil Spill educational 
program in Seldovia.  This training module, developed in 2011 by the KBRR with funding 
from the PWSRCAC and delivered to residents of Homer, is exportable and in 2012 has 
also been delivered to school children in Kodiak and is scheduled for delivery in Port 
Graham and Nanwalek later this summer.   

Coming up next:  In the days immediately following this Board meeting Several 
PWSRCAC staff and board members will be attending the Tatitlek Heritage Week closing 
activities including a pot-latch and an auction.  This year, as in past years, 
transportation to and from Tatilek from Valdez has been aboard a Stan Stephens vessel 
provided courtesy of SeaRiver Maritime.  The following week, a few staff and board 
members will attend the Clean Pacific Conference in San Diego.    Later in May, staff will 
be attending Alyeska’s Fishing vessel oil spill response training in Seward, Whittier, and 
Cordova.  On 5 June the PWS Sub-Area planning process kicks off and the PWSRCAC will 
be participating.  Later this summer a VMT spill exercise is scheduled for 11-12 July.  We 
are off to a busy start of the 2012 summer.  


